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6969 - surprise file--no description. TRUST ME. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $30.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Session: 39 minutes

Isn't it funny when you have NO idea where you might go, where you will be taken...maybe a
SLOW build to an explosion or a sudden lapse of memory.  It does NOT matter, just listen.  you
do TRUST ME, you accept this already, don't you?

So LISTEN and TRUST My next move in My JOURNEY into your mind.

I dare you to resist....you know you can't.  If you do NOT listen to MY SURPRISE mp3s---well,
you will never know what might happen.

I will assure you that each SURPRISE NO-DESCRIPTION MP3 WILL BE MORE INTENSE.

***GIGGLES***

Kisses
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Reviews

Saturday, 24 September 2016 

Relaxing but also arousing file. It's a bit different and more experimental than most files. Cleverly uses during the file.

Toni Mäkelä 

Sunday, 31 January 2016 

This file is somehow different as the things you will witness during trance might differ. But nevertheless it will be a very arousing and
pleasurable experience close to Domina Shelle. i love this file and i hope i did not spoil to much as the content shall stay a surprise just
as my beloved Domina intended.

sissy slave andrea 

Friday, 11 July 2014 

I really like this file because it's the perfect mix of relaxing and sensual. Everything about it begs to be put on repeat and I can tell it's
going to get many listens from me. A blissful, addicting, and surprising deep trance.

M Cooper 

Monday, 07 July 2014 

This is another amazing work from Domina Shelle. This file is kind hard to review it, I had only realized that I have listened to it because I
woke up in the morning and it was still playing. In the end you will be filled with pleasure and desire to obey her. Let this file playing
during the night and you will be surprised in the morning. You will literally be addicted by her in a matter of words.

Latex Slave 

Monday, 07 July 2014 

Umphhhh.... got the last 3 sessions in one batch and listened to them on repeat during several nights and every time i think i can't get
any deeper Domina Shelle gets deeper into my mind pulling me so deep into submission for Her.. it's just unbelievable how powerful She
got, how much control She has.. i just mindlessly obey Her, trust Her completely, file description or not, if Domina Shelle tells me i have
to listen i listen without question and hesitation. The urge to obey Her became to powerful resist.

Jeffrey Addict 

Monday, 30 June 2014 

Another terrific file, this one is relaxing and pleasurable to the extreme. Shelle's words have a wonderful poetic quality in this file. Sheer
bliss

Fajo 

Sunday, 29 June 2014 

Perfect Awesome Wonderful Relaxing, Nothing Better i will say nothing about the file but i think it's better to listen before bed :)

Ahmed Hassan 

Sunday, 29 June 2014 

Do you trust Princess Shelle? While her files often take unexpected turns, there's something incredibly hot about not knowing *anything*
about what's going to happen. I'm pretty sure I still don't recall everything that happened, and I don't want spoil the ending for anyone,
but what I can say is that by the end, I was completely surprised by how much I desired to obey her.

Slave John 

Saturday, 28 June 2014 

A beautiful, relaxing, arousing and dreamlike session. It's definitely a session that I can look forward to listening to repeatedly in the
future... Like tonight at bed time, in fact.

Marcus Jetson 
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Friday, 27 June 2014 

No spoilers here. Suffice to say that Domina Shelle knows how to take you down and make you crave more and more to give up control
to her. You should always trust her. She knows what is best for you.

Armando RJ 
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